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1.0 - Well Seeker Pro - Project Ahead Guide 
 

While a well is being drilled, it is often necessary to project ahead of the most recent survey for 

the purposes of anti-collision, or to see what is required to get back on plan. The following 

document is a guide to the Project Ahead Function within Well Seeker Pro. 

 

1.1 - Introduction 

The Project Ahead tool can be found on the Toolbar at 

the top of the screen. 

 

It is important to note that this option is only available when the user is in a Survey. If the user is 

in a Plan, or the Actual Wellbore, this option will be greyed out and they will be unable to select 

it. 

 

1.2 – Projecting Ahead 

When in a survey, select the Project Ahead option. This will open the Project Ahead Box. 

 

Note, that Line 1 at the top of the box will be populated with the last survey point. The projection 

will be made from this point. 

The user can now select from the same Planning Tools that are available when creating a well 

plan. 
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1.3 - Planning Tools 

Once the relevant planning tool has been selected and the values entered, the projection is 

calculated by selecting Calculate. 

 

The projection can then be added to the survey by selecting Add to Survey. 

Two of the more relevant projection options are discussed below. 

1.3.1 – Trend Over 

The Trend Over tool is only available in the Project Ahead box, and is not displayed in the 

planning tools when in a well plan. This function allows the user to apply the build and turn 

trends seen in the previous surveys to the projection.  

To select the Trend Over function, the user must select Adjust and then either MD or CL. This 

function will remain greyed out until these options have been selected. 

 

 

Select the Measured Depth (MD) or Course Length (CL) of the projection and the number of 

surveys to model the trend over, and hit the calculate button. The projection will appear in line 2, 

directly below the last survey in the Project Ahead box. 

The tool works by averaging out the Build and Turn rates based on the number of surveys 

selected. 

In the below example, 1 survey has been selected, so the projection just uses the build and turn 

rate calculated for the last survey. 
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In the below example, 3 surveys have been selected, so the projection calculates the average build 

and turn rate values over the last 3 surveys. 

 

Average Build Rate=
�.���(��.��)��.��

�
 = 0.023°/30m             Average Turn Rate=

(��.��)�(��.��)�(��.��)

�
 = -0.577°/30m 

 

1.3.2 – Optimum Align - Plan 

Using the Optimum Align Function, it is possible for the user to project back onto a plan. 

 

 Select Optimum Align 

 In the target details section, select Plan - all the plans below the Well will be available to 

select from the drop-down menu – Select the relevant plan 

 In the By box, input the Measured Depth on the plan that you want to line up on. On 

entering the depth, the NS, EW, TVD, Inc and Azi will be automatically populated with 

the values that correspond to this depth 

 Select the relevant Optimum Align Parameters 

 Hit Calculate 

 NOTE, that once the projection has been calculated, the measured depth in almost all 

cases will not match the depth entered in the By box.  
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1.4 – Multi Nudge Projection 
 

The Multi Nudge Projection tool 

allows the user to quickly project 

ahead using additional features 

which are not available in the standard Project Ahead section of Well Seeker. More importantly, 

it allows an unlimited number of projection lines to be included. 

As with the Project Ahead tool, it is important to note that the Multi Nudge 

Projection tool is only available when the user is in a Survey. If the user is 

in a Plan, or the Actual Wellbore, this option will be greyed out and they 

will be unable to select it.  

When in a survey, this tool can be selected from the toolbar or by selecting 

Tools – Multi Project from the menu bar at the top of the screen. 

When the tool first opens, the tie-On line will be populated with the last 

survey in the listing. At this point the user can then select from 1 of 5 projection Methods. 

 

The Multi Nudge Projection box can be left open while the user is adding new surveys, and the 

tie-on line can be updated by selecting the Update Tie On button. Note, that the surveys do not 

need to be saved for this to happen.  

If the box is closed and then reopened, it will automatically tie onto the last survey point. The 

projection setup will remain populated with whatever setup the user had selected previously, 

even when the program has been closed and reopened. To remove the input projections, the user 

can delete the lines one at a time or select Reset to remove all projections. 

Projections can be added to the survey by selecting Append to Survey.  
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CL/DLS/TFO 

This option allows the user to select Course Length (CL), Dogleg (DLS) and Toolface Orientation 

(TFO) to calculate the projection. This method assumes a 100% slide. Motor Yield will be 

automatically populated with the same value input in the DLS column. 

 

CL/Slide (%)/TFO 

This option allows the user to select Course Length (CL), Slide Percentage (%) and Toolface 

Orientation (TFO) to calculate the projection. The user is also required to add the Motor Yield, as 

the projected dogleg is calculated based on the slide (%) and the Motor Yield. 

 

In the example above, the slide (%) is 50% and the motor yield is 5°/30m, which results in a 

2.5°/30m DLS. 

CL/Slide (Dist)/TFO 

This option allows the user to select Course Length (CL), Slide Distance (Dist) and Toolface 

Orientation (TFO) to calculate the projection. The user is also required to add the Motor Yield, as 

the projected dogleg is calculated based on the slide (Dist) and the Motor Yield. 

 

In the above example, the Slide Distance is 4m (Course Length is 10m) and the motor yield is 

5°/30m, which results in a 2.0°/30m DLS. 

INC/AZI/DLS 

This option allows the user to select Inclination (Inc), Azimuth (Azi) and Dogleg (DLS) to calculate 

the projection. This method assumes a 100% slide. Motor Yield will be automatically populated 

with the same value input in the DLS column. 
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Hold CL 

This option allows the user to select Course Length (CL). The inclination and azimuth from the 

tie-on line will be held for the selected distance. 

 

 

Multiple Projections 

The user can set up the Multi Nudge Projection with as many lines as required.  

 

 

Landing Data 

This section of the Multi Nudge Projection allows the user to project to a landing point and is most 

useful when landing out a horizontal lateral and functions in a similar way to the Dogleg Toolface, 

Point planning method. 

 

Entering a Landing Point MD 

The MD entered relates to the MD on the principal plan. In the below example, the survey is on the 

left and the corresponding principal plan is on the right. The Multi Nudge dialogue is open at the front.  

The MD of the curve landing point (7127.21USft MD) has been entered and the TVD, NS and EW 

coordinates in the projection match the plan at this depth. The program is effectively calculating a 

constant dogleg and toolface from the Bit line to this EXACT point. 

In some cases, it may be important to land out exactly at the same point as the plan. If this is the case, 

then this is the most suitable option. 

It is worth noting that the plan is open here for demonstration purposes. It does not need to be open 

for this to work. 
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Adjust TVD 

Selecting the adjust TVD, allows the user to change the TVD of the point selected in the above. The 

MD stays unchanged as this is what the program is using to determine the local coordinates of the 

landing point. 

 

Note in the below how the locals are still the same in the landing point line, but because the TVD has 

been shifted deeper, the DLS and the inc have changed. The program is still aiming for a specific point 

here, only with an adjusted TVD. 
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Adjust Inc / Azi 

This option is only available when Adjust TVD is selected.  

 

This allows the user to enter an inc, azi and TVD to project to. The main difference with this selection 

compared to the previous options is that the user is not projecting to a specific point i.e. the local 

coordinates are not fixed.  

In the below, the inc, azi and TVD are entered for the planned curve landing point. This setup tells the 

user what dogleg is required to land out at horizontal for a given TVD. When new surveys are added, 

the bit line updates automatically and so does the landing point line. 

NOTE: When you first open this dialogue, there is no requirement to enter a MD. It is possible to just 

select Adjust TVD and Adjust inc / azi and input the values. There is no need to add a MD unless you 

specifically want to hit an exact point. 
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Adding a Projection to the Surveys 

One way to make full use of this tool is to set up the projection to bit in the top half of the screen, and 

then add this projection via the Append to survey button.  

 

Once added, select update bit position at the bottom of the screen in the landing data section and this 

updates the bit position to include the projection. The Landing Point now reflects the dogleg required, 

not just based on the last survey point, but on where you think you currently are at the bit. 

 

The projection can also be added manually by just typing the MD, inc and azi, or by using the Project 

Ahead function. 
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Adding New Surveys 

To add new surveys, delete the projection and add the new survey. Then, repeat the project ahead 

steps again. Continue until you land. 


